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Prakruti 
One of the tools that Ayurveda uses is the Prakruti, or 
constitution. The Ayurvedic constitution is comprised 
of three basic constituents called doshas; they are: Vata, 
Pitta, and Kapha. The doshas—which are based on 
the five elements of ether, air, fire, water, and earth —
govern all physical and mental processes. The balance 
of these three doshas is different and unique in each 
individual; thus, each individual is unique and distinct.  
Each individual’s Prakruti is unique. Your Prakruti is 
expressed physically in your body by your genes. 

The Three Doshas
Most of us have a predominant dosha in our 
constitution: Vata, Pitta, or Kapha. Some people have 
two doshas that are equally predominant: Vata-Pitta, 
Pitta-Kapha, or Vata-Kapha. It is rare to find someone 
with all three doshas present in equal proportions, but 
it does happen. 

The Vata dosha is comprised of the elements of 
air + ether (space). 

Pitta dosha is composed of fire + water. 

Water + earth make up Kapha. 

Thus, someone with a Vata-predominant Prakruti will 
physically and mentally express the attributes of air and 
ether. Someone with a Pitta-predominant Prakruti, 
on the other hand, will express the properties of fire 
and water while someone with a Kapha-predominant 
Prakruti will express the characteristics of water and 
earth. Dual-dosha people will express the influences 
of both dosha’s elements while Tridoshic people have 
all elements in relatively equal proportions in their 
Prakruti.

Flux and Change
We must remember, though, that the body and mind 
are a complex and dynamic duo. Plus we live in an ever-

changing world. All three doshas (and five elements) 
are constantly interacting with each other, with the 
weather and seasons, and with our actions, thoughts, 
emotions, and sensory input. Because of this constant 
flux, our doshas and elements are constantly shifting 
amounts and changing proportions relative to each 
other. 

Vikruti
It is possible—and sometimes very easy—for us to go 
out of balance. This state of imbalanced constitution 
is called Vikruti. Each dosha has characteristic ways 
in which it goes out of balance, and the way to restore 
balance is to oppose the qualities that are out of 
balance. For instance, if you have a sunburn, you would 
apply a cooling agent to the skin, such as aloe vera gel. 
The cooling action of aloe opposes the excessive heat 
in the skin and brings relief and healing. Balance is 
restored. Vikruti (imbalance) shifts back to Prakruti 
(balanced constitution). 

a Road Map
Thus, knowing your Prakruti is like having a road map 
to guide you along the way of your unique life. With 
this road map you can implement dietary and lifestyle 
practices that will support you in health and wellness—
and that will help you come back to health and wellness 
when you are out of balance or when a disease process 
has set in. Knowing your Prakruti means that you can 
avert imbalance by avoiding the factors that contribute 
to it. It also means that you can work with your Vikruti 
to oppose what is out of balance and come back to 
Prakruti

Let’s take a look at the doshic types in more detail. 

— The Doshic Types —
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Vata Dosha

elements air + ether

in a nutshell dry; cold; fast; light (as opposed to heavy): airy; mobile; breaking down of tissues

season autumn / winter

time of life old age

time of day 2am–6am & 2pm–6pm

movement in the body
governs nerve impulse conduction, blood circulation,  
muscle contraction

location in the body large intestine; hollows of bones, empty spaces

emotions
changeable, erratic, irregular; joyful, enthusiastic, inspired and inspirational; creative, 
artistic

finances spends easily, generally on trifles

appetite variable; can miss a meal without noticing it

sleep patterns difficulty getting to sleep and staying asleep

physical body
thin bones, slight, very short or very tall, wrinkles, wiry, cold, dry skin, coarse kinky 
hair, small eyes, thin lips; narrow face; irregular nose; irregular digestion

mental patterns learns easily, forgets easily; moody; talkative

when stressed tends towards worry, anxiety, nervousness, confusion, lack of focus, and overwhelm; constipation

what brings imbalance
travel; lack of routine; excessive cold and dry; too much change and instability; pain; 
anxiety, fear

what brings balance regularity of routines; warmth, moistness, heaviness, slowness

We can see in these photos of Woody Allen  
a typical Vata type:

thin lips; a thin, wiry frame; wrinkles; wiry hair;  
a “worried” look; narrow face; irregular nose Pitta Dosha
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Pitta Dosha

elements fire + water

in a nutshell
hot, oily, sharp, light (as opposed to dark), metabolism, transformation, penetrating, 
intense, digestion; perception, judgement

season summer

time of life adulthood

time of day 10am–2pm & 10pm–2am

movement in the body digestion of food, sensory impressions, and cognitive processes

location in the body small intestines; digestive fluids, bile, blood

emotions intense, determined; passionate, fiery

finances spends on well-made items; is very considered in spending, has a criteria

appetite strong; is unable to miss a meal without becoming irritable

sleep patterns sleeps well except for when it’s hot

physical body
moderate; angular features; straight, thin, light-colored hair, light-colored eyes, early 
gray &/or balding, intense eyes; well-developed musculature; moderate lips

mental patterns learns new information easily; quick-witted; goal-oriented; discriminating; ambitious

when stressed tends towards anger, judgementality, criticalness, impatience; diarrhea, indigestion

what brings imbalance heat, intensity, spicy foods, drinking alcohol; skipping meals; overwork

what brings balance
cool, calm, relaxation, letting go, play; non-spicy foods, avoiding stimulants, eating 
regular meals

We can see in these photos of Tom Cruise  
a typical Pitta type:

moderate body proportions; angular features;  
well-developed musculature; intense, piercing eyes; moderately 
sized lips; an engaging smile, straight hair
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Kapha Dosha

elements earth + water

in a nutshell
structure, stable, support; building up of tissues; cool, wet, heavy; steady, conservative, 
unchanging; comfort-seeking; smooth; slow

season late winter / early spring

time of life childhood

time of day 6am–10am & 6pm–10pm

movement in the body thick fluids, such as mucous and lymph

location in the body chest, stomach; the waters of the body, muscles, skin, bones

emotions steady, deeply-felt, devotional, emotional, loving, compassionate

finances saves well

appetite low, steady

sleep patterns sleeps long and deeply; has difficulty waking up

physical body
large frames, big, dense bones; thick, supple skin; low metabolism;  
large lips, eyes, and teeth

mental patterns remains calm; learns slowly but with complete recall; slow decision-making

when stressed tends towards
gaining weight; congestion; depression; lethargy; immobility; nausea; sinus and ear 
infections, chest colds; overeating; attachment

what brings imbalance lack of motivation; being stuck; excess sleep

what brings balance lightness, dryness, warmth; movement, exercise; variety

We can see in these photos of Oprah Winfrey 
a typical Kapha type:

heavy, dense structure; large, white teeth, big eyes, 
wide nose, full lips, widely spaced features; round 
face; thick hair; lustrous skin. 

* Notice how “wrong” a skinny body looks on Oprah.


